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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this guide is to provide a holistic view on how to configure
outcome plans and assessments using Cúram Outcome Management Entry
Edition™ . It aims to provide enough information to enable an organization
to get started with configuring a basic outcome management system. This
guide achieves this purpose by providing an overview of Outcome Manage-
ment Entry Edition and the basic outcome management requirements that
must be considered before it is configured. It then provides an overview of
the configuration path, along with the various available configuration op-
tions, and other important considerations to take into account when working
with these options.

1.2 Audience

This guide is intended for business analysts who are responsible for defining
the requirements for an outcome management system, and administrators
who are responsible for configuring the Outcome Management Entry Edi-
tion.

1.3 Prerequisites

There are no reading prerequisites.

1.4 Related Reading

The Cúram Outcome Management Guide and the Cúram Out-
come Management Configuration Guide provide additional de-
tail on many of the configuration options described in this document.
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1.5 Chapters in this Guide

The following list describes the chapters within this guide:

Outcome Management Entry Edition Overview
This chapter gives an overview of Cúram Outcome Management Entry
Edition, and describes the basic outcome management requirements that
need to be considered before configuring an outcome plan and assess-
ment using Outcome Management Entry Edition.

Configuring an Outcome Plan
This chapter describes how to configure an outcome plan and its associ-
ated goals, objectives, factors, and client progress values.

Configuring an Assessment
This chapter describes how to configure an assessment and related
factors.

Configuring Actions and Recommendations
This chapter describes how to configure actions and recommendations
for a outcome plan.

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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Chapter 2

Outcome Management Entry Edition Overview

2.1 Introduction

Traditional service delivery approaches are very good at getting clients en-
rolled in programs, but often do not address the issues facing clients. In
many cases, clients end up claiming benefits or requiring the services
provided by these programs for long periods of time. This lobster trap ap-
proach to service delivery is both costly to governments and often does a
disservice in helping clients meet their potential. To help clients overcome
barriers and achieve their goals, organizations must often holistically assess
a client's situation and pro actively create and implement a plan for over-
coming barriers.

Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition is a highly flexible version of
Outcome Management that is geared towards organizations that do not need
a full case management solution, i.e., they are focused on outcome planning
only. It enables organizations such as smaller agencies, to perform planning
activities without the need for the full Cúram application suite.

Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition uses a client-centric approach
to assessing a client's circumstances, and recommending actions that will as-
sist a client in achieving a positive outcome. It provides building blocks that
allow the organization to configure an outcome management system to meet
its requirements. These building blocks include the outcome plan itself, its
goals and objectives, assessments, factors, and the actions that a client is re-
quired to undertake in order to achieve the goals of the outcome plan and/or
client. The outcome plan is the mechanism by which a worker manages the
components described above.

2.2 Defining Outcome Management Requirements

The following sections provide an overview of the requirements that the or-
ganization should consider before it configures Outcome Management Entry
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Edition.

2.2.1 What Is the Purpose of the Outcome Plan?

Outcome plans are used to manage the assessments, goals, objectives,
factors and actions required to help the client achieve a positive outcome.

The purpose of an outcome plan should be identified before starting the con-
figuration task. For example, is the purpose of the plan to reunify families?
Or is it to help clients become self sufficient? Once the overall purpose of
the plan is identified, this will feed in to the identification of goals, object-
ives, factors, and assessment requirements.

2.2.2 What Are its Goals and Objectives?

The goal is the result that the plan is intended to achieve for one or more cli-
ents, for example, Self Sufficiency, Reunification, Adoption. The system al-
lows the organization to define the goals and client goals that the plan is in-
tended to achieve. Outcome plans can be configured to support goals for a
plan, goals for any of the clients on the plan, or both. Based on the goal, ob-
jectives can be defined to provide the client with incremental steps that will
ultimately lead to the achievement of the outcome plan goal. Examples of
objectives include, Lead a Healthier Lifestyle, Remain Clean and Sober.

For example, an organization focused on helping families become less reli-
ant on state benefits may configure a self sufficiency plan with a goal of
Self Sufficiency. The objectives configured for the plan could be to Find a
Job and Lead a Healthier Lifestyle. Workers can decide which objectives to
add to each outcome plan, based on each family's individual circumstances.

2.2.3 What Assessments Are Required?

Assessments provide a way for workers to assess client circumstances over
one or more factors. The organization should consider its requirements for
assessing client needs as part of an outcome plan. In Outcome Management,
assessment data is captured using an Intelligent Evidence Gathering (IEG)
script, and the data captured is used to determine the assessment results us-
ing either Cúram Decision Assist (CDA) or Cúram Express Rules (CER).

The organization needs to consider the assessments that are required for the
outcome plan. For example, what data needs to be captured? How will that
data be structured in the assessment script? Based on the complexity of the
assessment, either CDA or CER can be used to determine the assessment
results. In general, CDA is used for more straightforward assessments,
where the results can be derived without rules processing or interpretation of
data, such as calculations or comparisons. CER is used for more complex
assessments that require rules to derive the results.

2.2.4 What Factors Are Required?

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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Factors are the domains over which a client's circumstances are determined,
for example, Substance Abuse, Transportation, and Domestic Violence. De-
pending on how the system is configured, they can be added to an outcome
plan as a result of an assessment (assessment factors), selected from a pre-
configured list of factors configured for the outcome plan (outcome plan
factors), or defined by a worker to address a particular circumstance
(user-defined factors).

The organization needs to consider the factors that are required, and what
type they fall into. For example, an organization which intends to configure
a self sufficiency plan may configure that the factors Substance Abuse,
Child Care and Transportation will be assessment factors. If the organiza-
tion expects to receive information on a particular area from a third party,
for example, the results of a General Education Diploma (GED), then an
outcome plan factor for GED may be defined for the plan. When the worker
receives information on the GED for a client, the factor can be added to the
plan. The organization must also consider whether workers need the facility
to add user-defined factors to outcome plans.

When adding an objective to an outcome plan, the worker has the option to
associate the objective with the factors across which the client's functioning
is being measured. For example, the worker can select Child Care and
Transportation factors when adding the objective Find a Job to an outcome
plan. Similarly, when adding an action, the worker can select the factors that
the action is intended to address. By associating the same factor with an ob-
jective and an action, the worker can identify the actions that are being un-
dertaken to achieve that objective.

2.2.5 What Categories and Classifications Are Required?

Categories and classifications define the ratings for factors on an outcome
plan. Categories are comprised of classifications, and are applicable to as-
sessment factors only. They are provided to support multiple classification
sets for assessment factors. For example education and shelter may be
factors of type "need". Substance abuse and child care may be categorized
as type "barrier", and each of these categories would have a different set of
classifications. Administrators can define one or more categories for the
configured assessment factors as part of outcome management administra-
tion.

Classifications allow the organization to define the results that an assess-
ment will produce (for an assessment factor), or that the worker can select
from (for an outcome plan factor). For example, a factor of Substance Ab-
use may have classifications of Vulnerable, Engaged, Progressing and Self-
Sufficient. If Substance Abuse is configured as an assessment factor, the
system will determine the factor classification based on the answers given in
the assessment. If Substance Abuse is configured as an outcome plan factor,
the worker can select the classification when adding the factor to the out-
come plan.

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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2.2.6 What Actions Should Be Recommended?

A worker can recommend actions for a client to undertake in order to meet
the objectives and goals of an outcome plan. The organization must consider
the actions that will be available to workers to recommend based on the in-
dividual circumstances of a client or group of clients participating in an out-
come plan. Examples of actions include using a free bus pass to attend job
interviews, and long term actions such as attending Alcoholics Anonymous
every week.

Recommendations can be configured which will result in actions being re-
commended automatically. The organization must determine which action
to recommend for a particular client circumstance. For example, if an as-
sessment classifies a client as Vulnerable for a Substance Abuse factor, the
system may be configured to automatically recommend an action of Attend
Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings for that client. The organization may also
configure that the action Job Search is automatically recommended for all
self sufficiency plans. The worker can view the recommendations and add
recommended actions to the outcome plan for one or more of the clients, de-
pending on how the action is configured. Alternatively, the worker has the
option to add actions at their own discretion, for example, a worker may
identify that a client would benefit from attending parenting classes, even
though the system has not specifically recommended it.

The organization must also consider whether a worker has the facility to add
user-defined actions to a plan, or whether a worker must select them from
the pre-configured actions.

2.2.7 Is There a Requirement for Collaboration?

Outcome Management supports the collaboration and coordination of all
key parties involved with the client and family to facilitate team-based plan-
ning and decision making. If such a requirement exists for the organization,
the outcome plan can be configured to allow multidisciplinary team collab-
oration. Multidisciplinary team members can include members from the or-
ganization itself, as well as members from external organizations who are
dealing with the client. For example, workers from a social welfare organiz-
ation, housing authority and employment agency may collaborate to help
families with multiple and complex needs. The organization also has the op-
tion to enable sharing of notes, actions and attachments on an outcome plan
with external MDT members, who access outcome plans via the Cúram
MDT Portal. Via the portal, they also have access to discussions, meeting
minutes and to view certain information on the plan.

2.2.8 How Is Progress Tracked?

Organizations typically want to track progress on different aspects of the
outcome plan. Outcome Management provides the ability to track progress
on the outcome plan itself, as well as on goals, objectives, factors and ac-

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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tions. Progress can be updated on each of these items by the worker at inter-
im reviews over the duration of the plan.

The main ways that a worker can monitor progress on an outcome plan is by
carrying out reassessments and plan reviews. The system allows the organ-
ization to specify if reassessment should be available for a configured as-
sessment, and if so, what the frequency of reassessment should be.

Plan reviews are set up to allow the worker to assess the suitability and ap-
propriateness of actions, goals and objectives on a plan. The organization
must consider the following options for configuring reviews:

• Whether a review schedule is required for an outcome plan

• How soon the first review should occur after the plan has been created

• How often should subsequent reviews occur after the first review.

The system allows the organization to specify that an assessment is carried
out as part of a plan review. For example, a child welfare organization may
intend to have Caregiver Strengths and Needs and Child Strengths and
Needs assessments available on a reunification plan, and Risk and Reunific-
ations assessments available on the reunification plan review.

2.3 Configuring Outcome Management Entry Edition

Once the requirements for the main features of the organization's outcome
plan have been identified, the options for the lower level configuration op-
tions can be considered. The majority of the configuration options for Out-
come Management are available in the administration application. Some
lower level configurations such as code tables and code table values are
configured in the system administration application.

The following chapters describe the configuration options for each of the
main features described above.

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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Chapter 3

Configuring an Outcome Plan

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the configuration options available for an outcome
plan. When the outcome plan is defined, goals, objectives, and factors can
be created and associated with the outcome plan. Additionally, recommend-
ations, visits settings, and the contents of the outcome plan printable docu-
ment can be configured. Client progress values can also be defined for the
outcome plan.

3.2 Defining an Outcome Plan

The first step in configuring Outcome Management is to define the outcome
plan. This section provides an overview of the settings required to define an
outcome plan, the options that are available, and any considerations to bear
in mind when working with these options.

For detailed information on the individual configurations options, see the
Cúram Outcome Management Configuration Guide.

3.2.1 Naming the Outcome Plan

An outcome plan name must be specified. The outcome plan name should
reflect the purpose of the outcome plan, as it will be displayed to workers as
part of the outcome plan creation process. Examples of plan names include
Child Welfare and Back To Work.

3.2.2 User Creation Options

Does the worker have the option to define actions, objectives and/or factors
on the outcome plan or do they only have the option to select them from
predefined list? The organization can specify which, if any, of these ele-
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ments can be added by a worker to an outcome plan. If the option is not set
for a particular component, the worker will only have the option to select
the relevant objective, factor or action, from a set configured for the organ-
ization. For example, a worker may feel that a client on a Self Sufficiency
plan would benefit from attending a CV workshop and add it as an action to
the plan, even though that action has not been included in the set of pre-
configured actions for the organization.

3.2.3 Specifying If Goals Are Applicable

An administrator can specify if goals are applicable to the outcome plan
only, to the individuals on the plan only, or both. Outcome plan goals are
used when the clients on the plan have the same goal, for example Self Suf-
ficiency. Alternatively, if the plan is for just one client, a plan goal may be
defined i.e., client goals may not be required.

Client goals are used when there are multiple clients on the plan, and each
client has a different goal. For example, the organization may have a Child
Protection plan with client goals of Adoption, Permanency and Independent
Living. If such a plan is created for a family that includes a toddler and a
teenager that are both removed from the family home, the plan may have a
client goal of Adoption for the toddler and a client goal of Independent Liv-
ing for the teenager.

3.2.4 Creating Agreements with Clients

When the worker and the client have agreed all elements of a plan, the client
agrees in writing to adhere to the actions outlined within it. Outcome Man-
agement provides workers with the ability to create agreements which can
subsequently be signed by both parties. The organization should consider
whether the outcome plan agreements need to be approved by a case super-
visor before being issued to the client. If so, what percentage of agreements
need to be approved? System properties are available in the system adminis-
tration application, which allow the organization to configure a number of
settings, including the agreement document name and the method by which
the agreement is issued to clients (i.e., email or post).

3.2.5 Is Collaboration a Requirement of the Outcome Plan?

A number of configuration options are provided if collaboration is a require-
ment of the outcome plan. If sharing is enabled, a Collaboration tab is dis-
played on the outcome plan which will allow the worker to add a mul-
tidisciplinary team to the outcome plan and will enable collaboration tools
which include discussions, meetings, meeting minutes, actions, notes and at-
tachments. The organization can specify that multidisciplinary teams are
pre-defined, or whether a worker can add members to each multidisciplinary
team on an ad-hoc basis. Both internal agency workers and external users
such as doctors and teachers, can be added to a pre-defined or ad-hoc mul-
tidisciplinary team.

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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For example, a Child Welfare organization may involve multi-disciplinary
teams in the planning process for child welfare outcome plans. The team
members for a child's outcome plan may include the child's teacher, social
worker, doctor and counsellor. The team members will work together, share
information and update each other on the child's progress toward achieving
his or her goals.

3.2.6 Specifying Outcome Plan Review Dates

A number of configuration options are provided that dictate the dates on
which outcome plan reviews are scheduled to occur. The following should
be considered when specifying these options:

• How soon after the plan creation date is the first review (in days)?

• How often after the first review will subsequent reviews take place (in
days)?

• Are subsequent review dates calculated based on the last scheduled re-
view date, or the date that the previous review was completed?

These settings dictate the next outcome plan review date which is then dis-
played to the worker on an outcome plan.

3.2.7 Are Visitation Plans Required?

The organization must consider whether there is a requirement to create vis-
itation plans and record visits on the outcome plan. This is especially relev-
ant for child and adult protection outcome plans. Visitation plans allow a
worker to specify and describe planned interactions that occur between indi-
viduals. For example, for Child Welfare, visitation plans describe interac-
tions between the child in an out-of-home placement and family members
(parents or relatives) or other participants. If visits are configured for the
outcome plan, the worker has the ability to log and evaluate visits as part of
a review. If visits are applicable to an outcome plan, a number of additional
options can be set and should be considered when configuring the outcome
plan:

• What percentage of the duration of a visit is considered acceptable? For
example, if the expected duration for visits is set to 1 hour on the visita-
tion plan, and the percentage duration is set to 50%, visits which last for
30 minutes or longer will be considered compliant from the duration
perspective.

• What are the upper and lower age limits for the clients to be visited. For
example, for a child welfare plan, the limits may be set to 0 and 21, so
that all clients on an outcome plan aged 21 and under can be added as
clients to visit on a visitation plan.

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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Note

Additional options for visits can be configured when the outcome
plan is created. See Section 3.6, Configuring Client Visits for more
information.

3.2.8 Who Is the Owner of the Outcome Plan?

A setting is provided that allows the administrator to specify the owner of
the outcome plan. By default, ownership is assigned to the worker who cre-
ates the plan, however it is possible for the organization to configure a dif-
ferent ownership strategy, if required. For more information on configuring
ownership strategy, see the Cúram Integrated Case Management
Configuration Guide.

3.3 Creating and Associating Goals with an Outcome
Plan

When creating the goal(s) for the outcome plan, the goal name is required,
and a reference and description may also be entered. The goal(s) can then be
associated with the configured outcome plan. Based on the Goals Applic-
able To configuration setting on the outcome plan, goals associated with the
outcome plan apply to the outcome plan only, to the clients on the plan only,
or to both. Multiple goals can be created and associated with a single out-
come plan. Goals can also be shared across multiple outcome plans if re-
quired.

Once associated with an outcome plan, the goals will be available to the
worker to add to the outcome plan, as either plan or client goals, depending
on how the outcome plan is configured.

3.4 Creating and Associating Objectives with an Out-
come Plan

Similarly to goals, the objective name is required, and a reference and de-
scription for the objective may be entered when creating the objective. Mul-
tiple objectives can be created and associated with a single outcome plan.
Objectives can also be shared across multiple outcome plans if required.

Once associated with an outcome plan, these objectives will be available to
the worker to add to the outcome plan.

3.5 Defining and Associating Factors with an Out-
come Plan

Factors can be configured which do not form part of an assessment, but are

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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required as part of an outcome plan. This supports the adding of factors that
are assessed by third party providers to outcome plans. If a requirement ex-
ists to record the results of an assessment carried out by a third party pro-
vider, an outcome plan factor can be configured to accommodate this. If
outcome plan factors are configured, they can be associated to a particular
outcome plan type, so that a worker can then add them to an outcome plan if
required. For example, a General Education Diploma (GED) assessment
may be carried out by a third party and the organization may be interested in
capturing the result of this on self sufficiency outcome plans, so a GED out-
come plan factor is configured and associated with the self sufficiency out-
come plan type. This factor is then available for workers to add to outcome
plans of this type.

The main considerations when configuring outcome plan factors are as fol-
lows:

• The name of the factor. Examples of outcome plan factors include Gen-
eral Education Diploma (GED) and Child Confidence.

• Does the factor rating need to be determined at a regular interval? If this
configuration is set, it is used to calculate the next rating date for the
factor when it is associated with an outcome plan.

• What classifications apply for this factor? Classifications must be spe-
cified so that the factor can be added to the plan.

• Is this a planning factor, i.e., is it used as part of the planning process,
and not just for recording results? For example, a factor of Substance
Abuse may be specified as a planning factor so that it can be selected
when actions and objectives are being added to a plan.

Once the factor has been configured, it can be associated with the outcome
plan. Multiple factors can be created and associated with an outcome plan.
Factors can also be shared across multiple outcome plans if required. Re-
commendations can also be associated with the outcome plan factor when it
is created. Recommendations are described in more detail in Chapter 5,
Configuring Actions and Recommendations .

3.5.1 Adding Factor Classifications

Classifications for outcome plan factors define the results that a worker can
select from when recording results for a client for that factor. For example,
Vulnerable, Engaged, Progressing and Self Sufficient may be the classifica-
tions defined for a Housing factor on a self sufficiency plan. When defining
an outcome plan factor classifications, the following should be considered:

• How will the factor be classified or rated?

• Is guidance text required for the classification? Guidance provides the
worker with extra information that may assist the worker when consider-
ing how to address the factor, and may also provide links to external re-

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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sources if appropriate.

• Are action recommendations required for the factor classification? Re-
commendations configured for a factor classification will only be dis-
played on the outcome plan if a client achieves the relevant classifica-
tion or rating for that factor. The recommendations are displayed in the
workspace for that factor on the outcome plan. See Chapter 5, Configur-
ing Actions and Recommendations for more information.

• Is there an escalation process for factor classifications that have been
marked as priority? If so, the organization can create custom processing,
for example, an email notification. The following configuration options
can also be set:

• The initial warning number of days before escalation can be set to
intialize the warning process customized by the organization. For ex-
ample, if this option is set to 3, the system may be customized to
automatically send a notification to a worker after three days if a
factor that is marked as a priority has not been addressed.

• The escalation number of days can be set to initialize the escalation
process customized by the organization. For example, if this is set to
10, the system may be customized to automatically send a notifica-
tion to a supervisor after ten days if a factor that is marked as a prior-
ity has not been addressed by a worker.

3.6 Configuring Client Visits

An outcome plan can be configured to enable workers to record and evalu-
ate visits between clients and specified visitors as part of a plan. If visits
have been configured for the outcome plan, some additional configuration
options should be set. Visits are evaluated as part of the plan review process,
and the system calculates visit compliance to assist workers in performing
this evaluation. The compliance calculation considers visit records which
overlap with the review period for the clients and their visitors, and is based
on the visit duration, method of contact and whether the visit was scheduled,
rescheduled or unscheduled.

In order to calculate compliance for visits, the organization must configure
the compliance levels and the acceptable reasons for rescheduling.

Note

The acceptable percentage duration used in the compliance calcula-
tion is set when configuring the outcome plan. See Section 3.2.7,
Are Visitation Plans Required? above.

• The compliance calculation produces a percentage. To map the percent-
age to a compliance level, the levels must be configured for relevant
ranges. For example, a compliance percentage that falls between 0 and
25 percent may be assigned a value of Rarely.

Getting Started With Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition
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• In order that rescheduled visits are considered for a compliance calcula-
tion, the reason for a rescheduled visit must be acceptable. The accept-
able reasons must be configured. For example, a reschedule reason of
Chronic Illness may be considered acceptable, whereas a reschedule
reason of Overslept may not be acceptable to the organization. Visits
that have unacceptable reschedule reasons are not considered to be com-
pliant.

3.7 Defining Printable Document Contents

Outcome Management provides workers with the option to generate a print-
able document for an outcome plan. The document contains a number of
content items for the different elements of the outcome plan, e.g., goals and
factors. Workers have the option to select the content items that they want to
include in a printable document.

Some content items may not be applicable to an outcome plan, therefore, an
administrator can configure that these content items are excluded from the
printable documents generated for the outcome plan. Excluded content
items will not selectable by workers to include. For example, an organiza-
tion may choose not include objectives in outcome plans, therefore it may
configure the printable document such that objectives are not available to be
selected by workers.

3.8 Configuring Progress Values

The progress values selected by a worker when recording client progress on
an outcome plan must be configured. The progress values specified in sys-
tem administration may be edited if required. Any new or updated values
will be reflected on the Progress charts for the outcome plan and associated
goals, objectives, factors and actions.
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Chapter 4

Configuring an Assessment

4.1 Introduction

Cúram Outcome Management Entry Edition includes an assessment frame-
work which gives the organization the ability to configure and run multiple
types of assessments. The assessment framework is integrated with outcome
plans so that client needs can be identified using assessments, those needs
can be addressed, and client progress monitored from the one outcome plan.

This chapter describes the steps required to configure an assessment. These
steps include determining the assessment type, i.e., CDA or CER, configur-
ing the assessment type, creating the assessment definition, assessment
factors, and classifications. The assessment definition allows the organiza-
tion to define how the assessment associated with this definition is managed
and how the results are displayed on an outcome plan.

4.2 Determining the Assessment Type

The organization must first consider whether the assessment will use CDA
or CER as the assessment engine for determining the assessment results.
The complexity of the assessment contributes to whether CDA or CER
should be used. CDA can be applied to straightforward assessments with
outcome-level scoring and answers that don't require interpretation. CER
can be applied to complex assessments that require interpretation of an-
swers, such as comparison of ages, dates, or calculations.

Once the assessment engine, CDA or CER, is decided upon for the assess-
ment, the CDA or CER assessment configuration can be defined.

To create a CDA assessment configuration, a questionnaire and matrix are
required. A questionnaire associates an IEG script with a datastore. A de-
cision matrix allows the user to define the logic to achieve outcomes. To
create a CER assessment configuration, an IEG script and rule set are re-
quired.
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The following sections describe the steps required to configure both types of
assessments.

4.3 Configuring a CDA Assessment

There are a number of steps required to configure a CDA assessment. These
steps are described in more detail in Appendix B of the Cúram Outcome
Management Administration Guide , however the following sec-
tions provide a summary.

4.3.1 Create a CDA Questionnaire

A questionnaire must be created which automatically creates and associates
the IEG script and datastore that will be used to capture the assessment data.

4.3.2 Configure a Datastore

In order to configure an IEG script, the datastore must be configured. This is
where the data captured on the script and used in the decision matrix is
defined and stored. It must include the domains and attributes required to
store the script answers.

4.3.3 Create an IEG Script

An IEG script is the mechanism by which the worker captures the assess-
ment data. The script consists of questions and associated data entry fields
for the answers. Some thought should be given to the structure of the script,
the number of pages and the sections and questions that will be displayed on
each page. The worker will use the script to capture the assessment data
from clients, so the questions and answers should be meaningful to the
worker, and navigation through the script should be intuitive.

4.3.4 Create a CDA Assessment Configuration

A CDA assessment configuration must be created to link the questionnaire
with the CDA decision matrix to produce the results of the assessment. This
assessment configuration will then be available for selection when creating
the assessment definition.

4.3.5 Define CDA Outcomes

The outcomes required by the decision matrix must be defined. The out-
comes defined here are used for configuration purposes only, and will not be
displayed to a worker. The assessment factors that are defined later on are
mapped to the outcomes, and it is the factors and factor classifications that
are displayed to the worker as part of the assessment results.
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4.3.6 Define a Decision Matrix

The decision matrix is the mechanism by which the assessment results are
calculated. The organization should consider the following when configur-
ing a decision matrix for assessments:

• Will the decision matrix use scoring? If scoring is used, each answer in
the matrix is assigned a score. The decision on whether to use scoring is
based on the organization's requirements for the assessment. Many or-
ganizations have a requirement to score the answers given by clients in
an assessment, however Outcome Management also supports assess-
ments that do not require scoring.

• What are the outcomes that the decision matrix will produce?

• If scoring is used, the outcomes are mapped to the assessment
factors, which are defined later on in the process. When an assess-
ment is run, the combination of the outcome and the score are used
to determine the factor and classification. If scoring is used, the or-
ganization has the option to graph the results by score or by classi-
fication.

• If scoring is not used, the outcomes must be specified at a lower
level of granularity and mapped to the corresponding factor classific-
ation. When an assessment is run, the outcome produced determines
the factor and classification. If scoring is not used, the only option
for graphing the results is to graph by classification.

• If scoring is used, is there a requirement to calculate a cumulative score
across multiple questions or can the factor classification be determined
from a single score? Cumulative scoring is used where more than one
question must be asked to determine the factor classification.

The following tables show examples of a simple decision matrix with and
without scoring:

Question Answer Score Outcome
Are any of the
adults in the fam-
ily unemployed?

True -1 Employment

False 1 Employment

What best de-
scribes your child
care situation?

Child care not
needed

0 Child Care

Child care unaf-
fordable

-2 Child Care

Child care un-
available

-1 Child Care
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Question Answer Score Outcome
Child care is sub-
sidized

1 Child Care

What best de-
scribes your
transportation
situation?

Own mode of
transport avail-
able

1 Transportation

Public transport
available but un-
affordable

-1 Transportation

Public transport
available and af-
fordable

0 Transportation

Table 4.1 Sample Values for a Decision Matrix With Scoring

Question Answer Outcome
Are any of the adults in
the family unemployed?

True Employment - Low

False Employment - High

What best describes
your child care situ-
ation?

Child care not needed Child Care - Medium

Child care unaffordable Child Care - Critical

Child care unavailable Child Care - Low

Child care is subsidized Child Care - High

What best describes
your transportation situ-
ation?

Own mode of transport
available

Transportation - High

Public transport avail-
able but unaffordable

Transportation - Low

Public transport avail-
able and affordable

Transportation - Medi-
um

Table 4.2 Sample Values for a Decision Matrix Without Scoring

4.4 Configuring a CER Assessment

There are a number of steps required to configure a CER assessment. These
steps are described in more detail in Appendix B of the Cúram Outcome
Management Administration Guide , however the following sec-
tions provide a summary.
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4.4.1 Create the CER Rule Set

The first step is to create the CER rule set for the assessment rules. This step
requires some analysis and design before configuring the rules using the
Rules Editor. The CER rule set determines the factors and factor classifica-
tions that are displayed in the assessment results.

4.4.2 Define a Datastore

In order to configure a script, a datastore must be defined. This is where the
data captured on the script and used in the rules is defined and stored. It
must include the domains and attributes required to store the script answers.

4.4.3 Create an IEG Script

An IEG script is the mechanism by which the worker captures the assess-
ment data. The script consists of questions and associated data entry fields
for the answers. Some thought should be given to the structure of the script,
the number of pages and the sections and questions that will be displayed on
each page. The worker will use the script to capture the assessment data
from clients, so the questions and answers should be meaningful to the
worker, and navigation through the script should be intuitive.

4.4.4 Create a CER Assessment Configuration for Outcome
Management

A CER assessment configuration must be created to link the IEG script with
the CER rule set to produce the results of the assessment. This assessment
configuration will then be available for selection when creating the assess-
ment definition.

4.5 Creating an Assessment Definition

The assessment definition specifies how the assessment behaves and how
results are displayed for that assessment. A number of configuration options
are provided for an assessment definition. When the assessment definition is
created, additional configurations can be specified for roles, categories, clas-
sifications and factors associated with the assessment.

The main considerations when configuring an assessment definition are de-
scribed in the following sections.

4.5.1 Naming the Assessment

The name of the assessment will be displayed on the outcome plan and
should be meaningful to workers, particularly if multiple assessment defini-
tions will be associated with the outcome plan. Examples of assessment
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names are Child Strengths and Needs, Risk Assessment and Back To Work.

4.5.2 Is Reassessment Required?

If reassessment is enabled, the worker has the option to either reassess for
all of the factors defined for the assessment or reassess for a subset of
factors only. If it is not enabled, the assessment cannot be reassessed and the
reassess option is not available for the assessment.

When Should Reassessment Occur?

If reassessment is appropriate, the administrator can configure reassessment
to occur either at regular intervals. The assessment interval days and reas-
sessment warning days can be configured if the organization requires reas-
sessment to occur at regular intervals. If the assessment interval is set, a re-
assessment due date is displayed on the assessment. This reassessment due
date is calculated based on the number of days configured for the assess-
ment interval and the last assessed date.

The warning days configuration can be set so that a task can be created to
warn the worker that a reassessment is due. The reassessment warning days
specifies the number of days before the next reassessment due date that a
task should be created, and assigned to the worker who last ran the assess-
ment.

4.5.3 Is the Assessment Role-Based or Group-Based?

An assessment may be run for one or more clients, or for a group of clients.
For example, a Child Strengths and Needs assessment may be run for clients
that satisfy the role of Child on the outcome plan. A Family assessment may
be run for a Family group, which includes all of the clients on the outcome
plan. The organization must decide if the assessment is role-based or group-
based. If group-based is selected for the assessment definition, the group
name must also be entered. This impacts the behaviour of the assessment as
follows:

• If the assessment is defined as group-based, the assessment questions are
only asked once of the entire group of clients.

• If the assessment is defined as role-based, the questions are asked of one
or more of the roles specified. It is possible to specify for each role con-
figured whether questions are applicable to clients satisfying that role.

• If the assessment is role-based, then the organization can specify wheth-
er role changes are allowed for reassessment. When the Role Change
Allowed indicator is selected, the Select Clients and Roles page is dis-
played to the worker on reassessment so that the worker can change the
roles for the assessment. If the Role Change Allowed indicator is not se-
lected, the Select Clients and Roles page will not be displayed on reas-
sessment.
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4.5.4 How will the Assessment Results be Displayed?

The following configuration options are available that dictate how the as-
sessment results are displayed for an outcome plan:

• Option to display the results graphically.

• Options to either Graph by Score or Graph by Classification. Depending
on which option is selected, either the Score or the Classification is dis-
played on the y-axis of the graph. As previously mentioned, the Graph
by Score option is only applicable to assessments that use scoring.

• Option to display either a bar chart or a radar graph. This specifies the
default graph shown, the worker also has the option to change this when
viewing the assessment results on the outcome plan delivery.

• Option to group the results by factor category rather than factor classi-
fication.

• Option to display the score in the assessment results. This is only applic-
able if the assessment results are based on scoring.

• Option to display guidance text on the assessment results, and whether
the guidance cluster should be opened or closed by default. Guidance
text is specified on the factor classification and/or factor classification
subdivision.

• Option for the organization to display different naming for the Factor
and Classification terminology in the assessment results. For example,
factors may be known as domains in a particular organization. The spe-
cified terminology is displayed to a worker on the assessment results,
and on the assessment home page.

4.5.5 Is Factor Prioritization Applicable?

If priorities are applicable, the worker has the option to select the priority
factors based on the results of an assessment delivery. For example, the
worker may decide to prioritize the factors that the client scored lowest in.

4.5.6 Security Privileges

The organization should consider if security privileges need to be granted to
specific users to create, approve and reject, view answers and close an as-
sessment

4.5.7 What Are the Categories that the Factors Fall into?

The organization must decide on the appropriate category or categories for
an assessment. A category defines the classification set for the assessment
factors. Most factors for an assessment will have the same classification val-
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ues so that all the results for the factors can be compared easily and the
factor results can be graphed together. For such assessments, there will be
one category defined and that category is associated with the relevant classi-
fications. When a factor is created it is assigned to a category and the cat-
egory then defines the applicable classifications for that factor. Classifica-
tion values cannot be changed for individual factors, they can only be modi-
fied for the category and then these changes will be applicable to all factors
that are assigned to that category.

A more complex assessment may require multiple categories if there is a re-
quirement to support multiple classification sets. For example, a Self Suffi-
ciency assessment may have some factors which are categorized as barrier
factors such as a Substance Abuse factor and have the classifications, Vul-
nerable, Engaged, Progressing and Self-Sufficient. This assessment may
also have need factors such as an Education factor which has different clas-
sifications for example, high, medium, low.

Key things to note are that an assessment factor can be assigned to just one
category, and the factor adopts the classifications defined for that category.
If an assessment defines multiple categories, the factors for an assessment
may have different categories to each other, so these factors will be classi-
fied differently. These assessment factors cannot be easily compared as they
are measured differently and the results will be displayed in a list format
rather than a graph.

Organizations should carefully consider whether multiple classifications sets
are applicable to an assessment and should understand the implications of
this, particularly if there is a requirement to compare the results of assess-
ment factors.

The categories applicable to an assessment are specified when the assess-
ment definition is created. These categories can be updated after the assess-
ment definition has been created.

4.6 Defining Roles for an Assessment Definition

The required roles must be added to the assessment definition after it is cre-
ated. Roles are defined for role and group-based assessments.

For role-based assessments, the questions asked in the assessment are ap-
plicable to one or more clients satisfying defined roles. It is possible to con-
figure for a particular role whether questions should be asked of the client
satisfying that role.

For a group-based assessment, the questions asked are not applicable to a
specific role, instead questions are asked for the entire group. However the
clients who satisfy the specified roles may be captured for information pur-
poses.

Role configuration options dictate the validations that are displayed to a
worker when selecting roles for an assessment. For example, if the role of
Primary Caregiver for a Caregiver Strengths and Needs assessment is
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defined as mandatory, a validation will be displayed to a worker if a client is
not selected to satisfy the Primary Caregiver role at the start of the assess-
ment. The following considerations should be taken into account when spe-
cifying these options:

• Can multiple clients on the outcome plan satisfy the role during an as-
sessment? For example, all of the children on an outcome plan could sat-
isfy the role of Child for a Caregiver Strengths and Needs assessment.

• Which, if any, of the roles are mandatory? If a role is mandatory it
means that at least one client must be specified for the role before the as-
sessment can be carried out by a worker. Note that if none of the roles
are defined as mandatory, the worker must select at least one client to
satisfy one of the roles before carrying out the assessment.

• Are the assessment questions applicable to a role? If it is specified that
the assessment questions are not applicable to a configured role, then the
questions will not be presented for the client fulfilling that role during
the assessment. For example, the assessment questions for a Caregiver
Strengths and Needs assessment may be applicable to the caregivers, but
not the children. The children may still satisfy the role of Child on the
assessment, however no questions are asked of them.

4.7 Configuring Categories, Classifications and Prior-
ity Settings

An assessment definition must have at least one category defined. The cat-
egory specifies the classifications for assessment factors assigned to that
category. Prioritization may be important for an assessment if there is a re-
quirement to provide a worker with the ability to flag certain factors so that
the worker is aware that these factors should be addressed first.

4.7.1 Associating Categories with an Assessment Definition

Before defining the factors for an assessment, the appropriate assessment
category or categories must be defined. The assessment factors are then sub-
sequently associated to the applicable category and adopt the classifications
defined for that category.

4.7.2 Configuring Classifications

The classifications for each category associated with an assessment must be
specified. Classifications are specified at the category level and they auto-
matically apply to all factors assigned to the selected category. The classi-
fications required are based on the type of assessment and the domain in
which the assessment is being run.

Classifications can also be further subdivided for an individual factor, if re-
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quired (see the next section, Adding Assessment Factors, for more informa-
tion).

Unlike classifications for outcome plan factors, the classifications for as-
sessment factors are associated with a category.

4.7.3 Configuring Priority Settings

When configuring classifications, a number of settings are provided for pri-
oritization. Consideration should be given to the prioritization requirements
of the organization:

• What is the minimum number of factors achieving this classification that
must be specified as a priority? For example, if the minimum priority
number is set to 1 for a classification of 'In Crisis', a minimum of one
factor which has been classified as 'In Crisis' must be selected as a prior-
ity by a worker when completing an assessment.

• What is the maximum number of factors achieving this classification
that may be specified as a priority on the assessment results page. For
example, if the maximum priority number is set to 3 for a classification
of 'Thriving', a maximum of three factors which have been classified as
'Thriving' can be selected as a priority by a worker when completing an
assessment.

• Should the factors achieving this classification be hidden on the assess-
ment results page? For example, if the setting is enabled for a classifica-
tion of 'Thriving', factors classified as 'Thriving' will not be displayed in
assessment results, and cannot be prioritized.

• Is there an escalation process for factors with this classification that have
been marked as priority? If so, the organization must create the custom
processing required, for example, an email notification. The following
settings associated with a classification can also be configured:

• The initial warning number of days can be set to initiate the warning
process customized by the organization. For example, if this is set to
3, an email notification may be sent to the worker 3 days after the
factor has been prioritized, warning them that the priority factor has
not been addressed.

• The escalation number of days can be set to initiate the escalation
process customized by the organization. For example, if this is set to
10, an email notification may be sent to the supervisor 10 days after
the factor has been prioritized, notifying them that a factor marked
as a priority has not been addressed by a worker.

4.8 Adding Assessment Factors

The organization must identify the factors across which a client is assessed.
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The factors defined are the areas that the organization wants to measure cli-
ents against in order to determine the most appropriate actions to help the
clients meet their goals. The assessment displays the results for the factors
assessed, and based on the client results for the factor, actions are recom-
mended to the client. The main considerations when adding factors to an as-
sessment are discussed in the following sections.

When the factor has been created, additional items that can be configured,
include classification subdivisions, guidance text, and recommendations.
Recommendation configuration options are described in the next chapter.

4.8.1 Naming the Factor

The name of the factor should reflect the domain over which the client is be-
ing assessed. Examples of factors include Housing, Income, Parenting Skills
and Mental Health.

4.8.2 Indicating Whether Planning is Applicable for a Factor

Some factors are only required for the assessment i.e., they are used to de-
termine the results of an assessment and are not involved in the planning as-
pects so therefore do not need to be available outside of the assessment.
Other factors are used for the assessment and are required for planning.

The planning applicable indicator allows the administrator to mark the
factors that are involved in planning that will be available outside an assess-
ment. If the planning applicable indicator is enabled, the factor can be asso-
ciated with the objectives and activities that are added to the plan. If the in-
dicator is not enabled, the factor will be displayed in the assessment results
only, and will not be displayed when the worker is adding objectives or
activities to the plan, or in the activity workspace.

4.8.3 Is There a Threshold for the Factor?

Is there a threshold that indicates a level of functioning for the assessment
factor? If so, a threshold value can be configured for the factor. For ex-
ample, if a Physical Health factor has a scoring range of 0 - 10, the threshold
may be 6. If the client scores 7 for this factor then the client is considered to
be functioning at an acceptable level for a Physical Health.

4.8.4 Assigning the Assessment Category and Classifications

What assessment category does the factor fall into? For example a Sub-
stance Abuse factor may have a category of Barrier, whereas an Education
factor on the same assessment could have a category of Need. The classific-
ations defined for a category will apply to the factors which are assigned to
the category. For example the Substance Abuse factor categorized as Barri-
er, could have classifications Vulnerable, Engaged, Progressing and Self-
Sufficient. The following considerations should also be taken into account:
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• If a CDA assessment is configured, and the decision matrix uses scoring,
score ranges must be associated with each classification for an individu-
al factor in order for the assessment to determine the correct classifica-
tion for that factor. For example, the 'At Risk' classification is determ-
ined for a safety factor that scores between -2 and 0, 'In Crisis' is de-
termined for a safety factor that scores between -5 and -4, and so on.

• If a CDA assessment is configured, and the decision matrix does not use
scoring, CDA outcomes must be mapped directly to factor classifica-
tions. For example, a CDA outcome of Safety-At Risk may be mapped
to the Safety factor classification of At Risk.

• If a CER assessment is configured, the factor classification is determ-
ined by the rules.

4.8.5 Adding Classification Subdivisions

Classification subdivisions can be used to define information for smaller
ranges within the main factor classification range. The organization should
consider the following questions before deciding to configure subdivisions:

• Should classifications be further sub-divided to provide a finer level of
granularity for guidance and recommendations that are displayed to a
worker? Will this be useful to the worker?

• What subdivisions are required for each classification within a factor?

For example, an income factor can be classified as 'In Crisis' with a range of
-5 to 0. The 'In Crisis' classification division can be further subdivided. The
administrator sets three subdivisions for the values -5, -4 to -3, and -2 to 0.
Each subdivision value has a specific definition:

• -2 to 0: Family receives little or no income

• -4 to -3: Income and/or budgeting skills are limited to the point that the
family is unable to meet its basic needs

• -5: The family is unwilling or unable to plan or save

Once configured, each subdivision can have specific guidance text and re-
commendations associated with it.

4.8.6 Displaying Guidance

Guidance text assists workers in the analysis of assessment results and helps
them to deal with clients achieving particular results. It may contain items or
information that should be considered by a worker when considering actions
to address the factor result. The organization should consider whether guid-
ance text is required for every factor configured for an assessment, and at
what level the guidance should be configured, i.e., at the factor classification
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level, or at the factor classification subdivision level.

Note that guidance specified at the sub-division level supersedes guidance
specified at the classification level. Therefore the worker will see the subdi-
vision guidance for a factor that falls within the range of the configured sub-
division, even if classification guidance has also been specified.

4.9 Associating an Assessment With an Outcome Plan

An assessment definition can be associated with on or more outcome plans
configurations. Once associated, the assessment is available for workers to
run from an outcome plan. Configuration options are available for the or-
ganization to specify whether the assessment is available from the plan only,
from the review only, or from both. For example, if the organization defined
a Risk Assessment for the initial assessment of a client, and a Risk Reas-
sessment for subsequent assessments, the Risk Assessment may be con-
figured to be available from the plan only, and the Risk Reassessment may
be configured to be available from the review only.
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Chapter 5

Configuring Actions and Recommendations

5.1 Introduction

The actions that the client(s) on an outcome plan should undertake to meet
their goals and objectives, can be recommended automatically by the sys-
tem, or at the worker's discretion. The system can be configured to recom-
mend actions based on the outcome plan type and/or the factor classifica-
tions that have been determined on the outcome plan.

Alternatively, the worker can identify and add the appropriate actions on an
ad hoc basis. For example, if a client had a low score for parenting skills,
the recommended action may be to take a parenting course. Actions are con-
figured at the organization level, i.e., the actions configured are available for
a worker to add to any type of outcome plan delivery.

Recommendations can be configured at the outcome plan level, at the factor
classification level, or at the classification subdivision level.

5.2 Configuring Actions

The organization must identify the actions that will be available to a worker
to add to an outcome plan. As described previously, the organization can
also set a configuration option on the outcome plan that dictates whether a
worker can add an action that is not pre-configured to an outcome plan.

The main considerations when configuring actions are as follows:

• Is there a cost associated with the action? If so, what is the cost and/or
cost model? For example, an action of Using A Bus Pass may have a
once off cost associated with it (i.e., the purchase price of the bus pass).

• Can multiple clients participate in the same action? For example, an ac-
tion of Parenting Course may be associated with one or more parents or
caregivers.
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• Is there a requirement to record client participation on the action? For
example, an action to Attend Adult Education Class may require the cli-
ent to attend an adult education class once a week, and the organization
may want to track that participation.

• Who has responsibility for the action - the worker creating the action,
any worker, the client, or either the worker or the client?

• Who will the owner of the action be - the worker creating the action or
any worker?

• Does access to create and modify the action need to be limited to specif-
ic users?

• When adding an action to an outcome plan, the worker has the option to
check the client,s availability and view a list of the other actions that the
client is undertaking. The organization has the option to exclude an ac-
tion from the availability check. For example, an action of Bus Pass will
not impact on a client's availability for other actions, therefore the or-
ganization may wish to exclude it from the check.

5.3 Configuring Recommendations

If the organization intends to automatically recommend actions to workers,
there are a number of considerations that should be taken into account. The
organization must identify which of the configured actions will be automat-
ically recommended, and the level at which the recommendation will apply:

• The outcome plan. Recommendations at this level are displayed to a
worker for all outcome plans of that type. For example, an organization
might want to configure that the action Job Search is always recommen-
ded on Back To Work outcome plans.

• The factor classification level. Recommendations at this level are dis-
played to a worker when a factor with the relevant classification is ad-
ded to the plan. For example, the action Use A Bus Pass is always re-
commended when a Transportation factor with a classification of Need
is added to the outcome plan.

• The factor classification subdivision level. Recommendations at this
level are displayed to a worker when a factor with the relevant classific-
ation subdivision is added to the plan. For example, the action Join A
Rehabilitation Program is recommended when a Substance Abuse factor
with a classification of Need that falls in the range of -5 to -3 is added to
the outcome plan. This level of configuration applies to assessment
factors only.

When configuring a recommendation at any of the levels described above,
the same considerations apply:

• Is the recommendation advised or discretionary? This is set for informa-
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tional purposes, so that when the worker views the recommended action,
he or she can identify whether the organization advises that this action
should be added to the outcome plan, or whether the decision to add the
action to the outcome plan is at the worker's discretion.

• What is the reason that the system is automatically recommending this
action? This can aid a worker in deciding whether to add a recommen-
ded action to an outcome plan.

• Are there any programs that the client may potentially be in receipt of
that would filter out the recommendation for a client? For example, the
organization might require that if the client is in receipt of a mileage re-
imbursement benefit, an action of "Provide Bus Pass" should not be re-
commended.

Note

Recommendations are not filtered out of the box but a hook has
been provided which allows the organization to customize its
own filtering rules or recommendation conditions can be used to
perform filtering.

5.3.1 Recommendation Conditions

Recommendation conditions can be used to filter the recommended actions
described above such that only those recommendations where the client sat-
isfies the specified condition are displayed. For example, the action Attend
Adult Education Classes may only be recommended for clients over the age
of 18 who have a Need classification for Education. The organization
should identify whether conditions are applicable to any of the configured
recommendations. Recommendation conditions are specified for an action,
rather than a specific recommendation. If a recommendation condition ex-
ists for an action, the system will determine whether the condition has been
met prior to recommending the action for a client. The following options
must be considered when configuring recommendation conditions:

• Is the condition based on client age or gender? Is it based on an assess-
ment question and answer? Or is a rule set required to determine if the
condition has been satisfied, for example, if calculations are required.

• If a rule set is required, what are the rules and structure that need to be
configured in the CER Rules Editor?

• Are there a number of conditions that need to be tested together, i.e., a
condition set? E.g., Client is > 16 years old AND Client is female.

• What action(s) does the condition or condition set apply to?
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in
the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the products, services, or features dis-
cussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM
representative for information on the products and services currently
available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program,
or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equival-
ent product, program, or service that does not infringe any IBM in-
tellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the
user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-
IBM product, program, or service. IBM may have patents or pending
patent applications covering subject matter described in this docu-
ment. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any li-
cense to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or
send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law.

IBM Japan Ltd.

1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi

Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or
any other country where such provisions are inconsistent with local
law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORA-
TION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WAR-
RANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do
not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain
transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typograph-
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ical errors. Changes are periodically made to the information herein;
these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publica-
tion. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s)
and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time
without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are
provided for convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an
endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are
not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web
sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any
way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for
the purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between in-
dependently created programs and other programs (including this
one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been ex-
changed, should contact:

IBM Corporation

Dept F6, Bldg 1

294 Route 100

Somers NY 10589-3216

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and
conditions, including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed
material available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the
IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License
Agreement or any equivalent agreement between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a con-
trolled environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operat-
ing environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may
have been made on development-level systems and there is no guar-
antee that these measurements will be the same on generally avail-
able systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been es-
timated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this
document should verify the applicable data for their specific envir-
onment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the
suppliers of those products, their published announcements or other
publicly available sources.

IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy
of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-
IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products
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should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject
to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and ob-
jectives only

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current
and are subject to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information
herein is subject to change before the products described become
available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily
business operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the
examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the
names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely
coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source
language, which illustrate programming techniques on various oper-
ating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample
programs in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of
developing, using, marketing or distributing application programs
conforming to the application programming interface for the operat-
ing platform for which the sample programs are written. These ex-
amples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM,
therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or
function of these programs. The sample programs are provided "AS
IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be liable for any
damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative
work, must include a copyright notice as follows:

© your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived
from IBM Corp. Sample Programs.

© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights re-
served.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and
color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trade-
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marks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be
trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trade-
marks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark informa-
tion" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml .

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. Other
company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service
marks of others.
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